AT HOME CARE PASS
*Please refer to the following tips and
recommendations for your daily
Hairdreams hair care*
Brushing and Combing
• Sort through your Hairdreams hair with you
fingers from the roots to the ends on a daily basis.
• Carefully brush your hair with the Hairdreams
brush every day. Always hold on to the roots of
your hair with one hand while brushing.
• If your hair is permed, moisten it and knead it with
your fingers after brushing.
Hair Care Products
Since your Hairdreams hair is not connected to your scalp,
it cannot be provided with its natural conditioning
substances. The Hairdreams care products specifically
address this lack of natural conditioning and are
formulated to meet the conditioning needs of human hair
extensions. If used regularly, your Hairdreams hair will
keep its optimal shine, elasticity and depth of color. Your
stylist will inform you about the right combination of
products for your individual hair type (see the
recommendations in your Care Pass). Your stylist must
record your product purchases in your Care Pass to ensure
that you can take advantage of the Hairdreams quality
guarantee for the complete wearing period.
Hair Washing
All Hairdreams Special Shampoos were developed
especially for the regular washing of human hair
extensions. Different formulas are available to cater to any
hair type.
Directions for use:
• Thoroughly brush your hair with the Hairdreams
brush before washing.
• Rinse your hair and apply the shampoo from the
roots to the ends. Do not rub the hair.
• Rinse your hair thoroughly from top to bottom.
After washing, sort through your hair and bonding
points with your fingers.
Conditioning
After washing, use the Hairdreams Regeneration deep
conditioning treatment. The Regeneration deep
conditioning treatment provides the hair with important
nutrients, smoothes the surface of the hair and ensures
maximum elasticity and strength.
Directions for use:
• Apply the Hairdreams Regeneration conditioning
treatment and carefully press it into the hair from top to
bottom. Do not rub the hair.
• Leave it in for about 5 minutes - for extra deep
conditioning leave it in for up to 20 minutes.
• Rinse thoroughly.

Shine Care
Hairdreams Anti-Tap Spray is a special spray designed to
moisturize the hair and neutralize the PH-level of the
water still in the hair from washing. It allows the cuticle
layer of your hair to close up, leaving your hair with a
radiant and silky shine. Your hair feels strong as well as
healthy.
Directions for Use:
• After the last rinse, spray Hairdreams Anti-Tap
Spray onto the wet hair and briefly comb or brush
through. Do not rinse.
Care for Lengths and Ends
Long hair needs extra care for lengths and ends. Improper
hair care can lead to dry hair and split ends. Our highquality Hairdreams Fluid conditions dry porous lengths
and ends; if used regularly, it reliably prevents split ends.
Directions for use:
• Take a few drops of Hairdreams Fluid into your
palms and spread it first into the ends and then into
the lengths.
• Comb in thoroughly. Do not rinse.
Drying Your Hair
After washing carefully towel-dry your hair without
rubbing. Then blow-dry first the bonding points, then your
hair.
Caution: Extreme heat can dry and damage your
Hairdreams hair.
Color, Highlights and Perms
Chemical processes such as coloring, highlighting or
perming can change the structure and surface of your hair,
thus damaging it. In the best interest of your Hairdreams
hair such processes must only be carried out by a certified
Hairdreams salon.
Beauty Sleep
Always tie your hair together or put it in a braid before you
go to sleep in order to prevent your Hairdreams hair from
matting.
Fun in water
Always protect your Hairdreams hair with Ph & Shine
Spray or Fluid before swimming. Tie your hair or put it in a
braid. After swimming, open the braid, carefully sort
through it with your fingers and dry the bonding points
with a towel.
HAIRDREAMS HAIRCARE SERVICE:
Regular check-up and care service at your salon is
essential to ensure the best condition of your Hairdreams
hair.
Check-Up Service
After the first application of your new Hairdreams hair
your stylist will immediately make an appointment for a
free check-up service. This is to control the bonding points

and fit of the Hairdreams hair extensions. Please take
advantage of this free service and have your stylist record
it in your Care Pass. This confirmation is required for the
validity of your guarantee. After that your stylist expects
you to visit regularly for a tidy-up cut.
Tidy-Up Cut
Each and everyone of us looses approximately 80 to 100
hairs a day in the course of natural hair loss. Normally this
hair would be brushed out with daily brushing. However,
part of this hair is now enclosed in the bonding point and
cannot fall out naturally. The roots of these hairs have to
be removed with a Tidy-Up Cut every 4 weeks. It is very
important to have this service done on a regular basis to
prevent the hair from matting, and to ensure easy removal
at the end of a wearing period.
Removal

HAIRDREAMS HAIR FLUID
Intensive care for dry ends.
Directions: Massage a few drops into dry or damp ends as
needed. Do not rinse.
THE HAIRDREAMS BRUSHES
With the high quality Hairdreams hair care brushes,
specially designed to meet the needs of human hair
extensions, your hair can be styled quickly and easily. With
various brush types and sizes, including various round
brushes and a small brush for quick in-between styling
underway, all requirements are optimally covered.
The flat brush oval XL is especially suitable for daily
brushing. The nylon brush is friendly to the Hairdreams
bonds, can be used to brush through the piercings and
crystals without getting them caught.

A normal wearing period usually lasts 4 to 6 months, at
which point the Hairdreams hair has to be removed. Your
stylist will remove the hair for you in a gentle and nondamaging way.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS AND HOW TO:
HAIRDREAMS BEAUTY SHAMPOO
for all hair types
Conditioning shampoo specially formulated for cleansing
of hair with human hair extensions.
Directions: Apply a small amount and massage into damp
hair from roots towards ends. Rinse thoroughly.
HAIRDREAMS PROTEIN SHAMPOO
for stressed hair
Conditioning shampoo with valuable Pro Vitamin B5 for
stressed hair with human hair extensions.
Directions: Apply a small amount and massage into damp
hair from roots towards ends. Rinse thoroughly.
REGENERATION CARE
intensive care for all hairtypes
Deep conditioning treatment for long hair and hair with
human hair extensions. Detangles, strengthens and
provides maximum shine. For all hair types.
Directions: Apply a small amount and massage into damp
hair from roots towards ends. Leave in for 3 - 10 minutes
as needed. Massage, then rinse thoroughly.
PH & Shine Spray
regulating shine intensifier
Neutralizes PH-value of tap water and closes cuticle layer
after washing hair. Detangles and provides maximum
shine, with anti-static effect.
Directions: Spray evenly onto hair after washing. Do not
rinse.

I have read the home care instructions and
understand my daily responsibility to maintain
the hair of my dreams and will not hold my
stylist responsible for any results due to my
lack of maintenance.
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